
Simplify each expression. Round your answer to the appropriate number of

signi�cant �gures.

376.21 – 76.221 21.2 + 6.525

46.29 + 151.3 82.351 – 10.5882

8.8695 – 7.529 5.96 + 89.213

1) 2)

3) 4)

5) 6)

7)

8)
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A four-member team took part in artistic gymnastics held at Phoenix. The �rst and second

gymnasts scored 9.58 and 8.569 points respectively. What was the total score of the �rst two

gymnasts? Round your answer to the appropriate number of signi�cant �gures.

The green sea turtle in an aquarium weighed 341.78 pounds. As the sea turtle was sick for few

weeks, its weight drastically reduced to 308.616 pounds. How many pounds did the green sea

turtle lose? Round your answer to the appropriate number of signi�cant �gures.
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Simplify each expression. Round your answer to the appropriate number of

signi�cant �gures.

376.21 – 76.221 21.2 + 6.525

46.29 + 151.3 82.351 – 10.5882

8.8695 – 7.529 5.96 + 89.213

27.7

71.763

95.17

299.99

197.6

1.341

1) 2)

3) 4)

5) 6)

7)

8)
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Addition and Subtraction T1S2

A four-member team took part in artistic gymnastics held at Phoenix. The �rst and second

gymnasts scored 9.58 and 8.569 points respectively. What was the total score of the �rst two

gymnasts? Round your answer to the appropriate number of signi�cant �gures.

The green sea turtle in an aquarium weighed 341.78 pounds. As the sea turtle was sick for few

weeks, its weight drastically reduced to 308.616 pounds. How many pounds did the green sea

turtle lose? Round your answer to the appropriate number of signi�cant �gures.

18.15 points

33.16 pounds
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